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Five years ago, hardly anyone was fretting about playlists but today everyone appears
to be diving in. It’s a new gold rush but for every Lukas Graham being held up as proof
of concept, there are a thousand undiscovered acts wrapped in digital cobwebs or a
Father John Misty ironically playing the exasperated contrarian. You’ve heard the
claims that “playlists are the new radio”, but the reality is that, on their own, playlists
can only do so much. Having a concurrent strategy around fans and, yes, radio is
still important to truly capitalise on what they can deliver. sandbox speaks to
the people creating playlists as well as those jostling for position on them about
what works well, what not so well, and where hype has overtaken reality.
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ne of the most fascinating things
about working in the music industry
is watching the race to embrace
new trends that range from the good
(streaming), through the bad (expensive
ticket resale sites) and into the ugly (flashdrive releases). Not all of these work out,
of course, but the digital music business’s
thirst for new innovation speaks of an
industry that is fast-moving and open to
change. Sometimes, you could argue, even
a little too open as old ideas are cast aside
in the blind panic to be first with the new.
Which brings us, naturally, to streaming
playlists. Five years ago, few had properly
thought through playlists as a way of
promoting new music. Then, around 2013,
everyone seemed to jump in with both feet,
with Radio 1’s then-head of music George
Ergatoudis proclaiming them “the future”
in 2014. They were certainly his future as
he joined Spotify earlier this year as head
of UK content programming and this came
after Apple started poaching key presenter
and producer talent from the BBC for Beats
1 last year, which only served to amplify
the wider “streaming is the new radio”
arguments.

Can the playlist hype
be justified?
In a way, all this enthusiasm makes sense.
As Spotify director of UK label relations
Laura Kirkpatrick
explains, streaming
playlists have two
key advantages over
other media: they
deliver real-time
response and listener
data; and they cross
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simple: running core marketing techniques
to support your playlist placement. “While
you may be included in a New Music
playlist, you’re also in there with 20-30
other tracks; if you’re two-thirds of the
way down the playlist, you want fans to
recognise your track. The core promotional
and marketing practices will mean that
your track has a better shot at being added
into the user’s own playlists or collections,
which is the Holy Grail.”

Acts cannot live on
playlists alone: the
power of the fan equation

the international borders that broadcast
media struggle to overcome.
“Playlists are borderless,” Kirkpatrick
says. “We are increasingly seeing examples
of artists bubbling up in one country and
then quickly crossing international borders
to become global hits. Lukas Graham are
a case in point, who have grown from being
a local hit in Denmark to being a worldwide
#1 artist thanks to their dedicated fanbase
on Spotify and the viral nature of the
platform.” (See the Music Ally website for a
deeper analysis on how streaming playlists
helped drive Graham’s international
success.)
Streaming playlists, then, are
undoubtedly a very important marketing
tool. But in the scramble to get onto
playlists, the first casualty sometimes is
perspective, with a placement on a playlist
like Spotify’s New Music Friday (1.2m
followers and rising) seen as enough in
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itself to break a new act. This may be true
on some rare occasions, but, in the vast
majority of cases, an artist will need a lot
more than just a playlist placing to make a
lasting impact.
“There’s an expectation that [being on
New Music Friday] will break an artist,
but it very rarely breaks an artist,” Believe
Digital’s head of trade marketing for the UK
and Ireland James Farrelly told the recent
FastForward conference. “In fact, it very
rarely breaks a track itself.”
Speaking to sandbox, Farrelly expanded
on this. “I’ve argued before that DSP
playlists often don’t create fans of the
artists – they create fans of the playlists
themselves,” he said. “This is still true, so
we just need to look beyond our inclusions
of those playlists and reach potential fans
in other ways to help them really connect
with the artist.”
The key to doing this, he believes, is

These “core promotional practices”
are none other than “press, radio, TV,
promotional activity, digital/physical
marketing”, according to Farrelly, with radio
being particularly important. “Radio

is still such a huge driver for
listeners that to presume you can
ignore radio and rely on playlist
inclusions won’t result in the
zeitgeist moment needed to break
a new act,” he says. “You need
everyone hearing the track,
sharing the track and adding the
track to their collections.”

Spotify’s Kirkpatrick explains that, while
Spotify playlists are “extremely influential
for discovery”, in the UK, the vast majority
of track streams come from other Spotify
sources. And this needs to be reflected in
marketing plans. “Streams can be initiated
by search, come from the artist page,
Spotify Radio or, most importantly, from
tracks saved in a user’s collection,” she
says. “Smart marketers should be thinking
about boosting those as well, and the
most effective campaigns would consider

the two in tandem and as complementary
tools.”
The idea of getting fans to add playlist
tracks to their own collections comes up
again and again when talking about playlist
marketing. Some 38% of Lukas Graham’s
Spotify streams come from users’ savedmusic collections, for example, versus
34% from programmed playlists. Farrelly
believes that turning fans from passive
playlist consumers into active listeners in
this way is key to creating a lasting and
engaged fanbase.
“‘Fans are key,” he says. “Has the user
saved your new album into their music
collection? That’s such a low barrier – right
click an album and ‘Save To Your Music’;
but how many releases do you realistically
do that for? Not many. So we’re now
thinking about messaging on adverts,
socials etc. [You should] encourage users
to add tracks to their own playlists and
collections. Encourage them to have
conversations with their peers on socials
and share the track links. The best music
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to the playlist marketing mix. “For fans it
is an extra piece of content to help you tell
that story,” he says. “Having a degree
recommendations come from our friends
and now we can so easily listen to a track a
friend is recommending it’s more powerful
than ever.”
Kirkpatrick agrees. “The best way to
drive long-term success is to get users to
save tracks to their playlists,” she says.
“That’s how you create repeat listens and
earn committed fans. So when tracks
naturally evolve out of the programming
cycle, it doesn’t have to be the end of the
story.”
But how can you persuade listeners
to add playlist tracks to their collections
in this way? Kirkpatrick suggests two
methods. “In the early days, sharing and
word of mouth are a key to initiating that
crucial early traction. Artists can achieve
this with marketing initiatives to drive
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of ‘ownership’ of one’s audience is
always valuable whoever you are –
and having a well-followed playlist
can be a good way of doing that.”

virality and sharing, such as hashtag
competitions on Twitter and ‘share to
unlock’ mechanics, for example,” she says.

Build long-term
connections through
artists – but tread carefully
In the longer term, she says marketers
should ask themselves how to “create a
longer-lasting connection with the music”.
“One approach is to use our API to build
engaging and storytelling experiences,
encouraging users to dig deeper into an
artist’s catalogue and to save tracks,” she
explains.
“We’ve seen some great examples from
Chvrches and Chemical Brothers who
built creative microsites where fans can

interact with the music and are encouraged
to save the album. Halsey also launched
a great campaign with New Americana,
which encouraged fans to save, share and
stream the album; and, when collectively
they had reached enough engagements on
Spotify, they unlocked an exclusive Spotify
Session.”
Justin Barker, who runs consultancy
Slice Music, says that artist playlists are key

That said, he believes artist playlists
may better suit certain types of artists.
“For DJs, a playlist is particularly relevant,
either as a sign of what to expect from their
live show or possibly even a memento of
previous ones,” he says. “It’s also a totally
logical thing for them do to in their position
as it’s so related to the ‘day’ job.”
Persuading artists to compile playlists,
though, is not always so straightforward.
Some artists are ardent fans of streaming;
others see it as a road to financial ruin,
which may chafe when persuading them to
spend time curating a streaming playlist.
Father John Misty is one notable critic of
the practice, posting an imperially sardonic
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HOW TO PITCH PLAYLISTS
THE EXPERTS SHARE THEIR
FOOLPROOF TIPS

note on his Facebook page in May 2015
when asked to put together a Spotify
playlist.
“Management has informed me that
cultivating followers on Spotify (‘the new
radio’) is an effective strategy insofar as
establishing direct-to-fan channels of
communication,” he wrote. “As such I have
just made public the ‘Father John Misty’s
Royalty-Free Terrestrial Juicebox’ playlist.
It’s a thrown together mess of stuff that
I like with no real curatorial coherence
whatsoever. The intention of this thing
is to serve as a bait and switch – when I
have some new single to promote I can
put it at the top of the list in the hopes of
spiking streams so I can shoot up on some
meaningless ‘Chill Indie Folk’ chart.”
Such reluctance need not necessarily
be a barrier to playlists success, though
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( Father John Misty’s own playlist has a
solid 10,000 followers) as Farrelly explains.
“Artists aren’t very often interested in
putting together ‘themed’ playlists for
DSPs and, beyond a cursory glance at a
‘Songs that influenced our album’ playlist,
how many fans are actually listening to
those playlists?” he says.

“When we ask artists to create
a playlist or run some activity
on their streaming profiles, we
ask them to think about the
message they’d like to convey
about the album. Make the playlist
a companion piece; don’t create
content for the sake of it.”

Ultimately, as streaming continues to
rise as a means of music consumption,
with the number of songs streamed in
the US doubling last year, playlists will

Believe Digital’s head
of trade marketing
for the UK and
Ireland, James
Farrelly
Each DSP has its own
method of accepting direct pitches
for new music playlists, but for more
mood- and genre-based playlists,
they’re created by teams of editors
that may not be thinking about the
commercial potential of a release.
A track doesn’t have to be new to
fit into a Focus playlist, it just has to
keep the user listening to that playlist.
We’re always trying to encourage
artists to actively use the platforms,
whether that’s Spotify’s social/share
functions or Apple Music Connect;
we’re then updating DSPs on how
the artist is engaging fans on the
platform, alongside regular promo
updates. We’ll sometimes pitch a track
for new release playlists which aren’t
successful and then three or four

weeks later we start seeing it appear
on genre/mood playlists. If you don’t
end up on New Music Friday, it’s not
the end of the campaign; the real
value may come from that ‘lunch with
your pals’ playlist.
Spotify director of
UK label relations,
Laura Kirkpatrick
Artists and labels
can pitch via their
contacts at Spotify
who then consider the track in light
of the wider marketing context and
the story told by our data about that
artist. I should stress, however, that
not all Spotify playlists are pitchable.
Playlists such as Discover Weekly
are based on a mix of consumer
behaviours and algorithms so are not
curated by humans.

play an ever-more important role in the
marketing mix. But the key word here is
“mix”: playlist marketing by itself won’t
be enough to break new acts, no matter
how many millions of followers New Music
Friday accrues.
“Playlists potentially offer us a new way
of building a story around the album or
campaign – not just to ‘promote’,” Farrelly
concludes. “The best campaigns from

Slice Music’s
Justin Barker
It depends on the
kind of playlist, of
course. But for indie

playlists it is important to develop
relationships with the curators. That
is what we do; our role with them is
as a trusted source of information.
Even curators need a trusted person
to help them sort through the sheer
volume of music being released/
pitched – a huge amount of which
is, in fact, produced to a very
professional standard – at them
every week and that they trust us
to be sensitive to what their playlist
is about and only pitch them
things that we think they will like –
something like a human filter.
Kieron Donoghue,
VP of global
playlists strategy
& curation at
Warner Music
Easy, just drop me
a line.
I have regular dialogues with
independent artists and labels and,
if I hear good music that would fit in
our playlists, then I’m very happy to
include it.

social media come from when marketers
stop ‘selling’ in the traditional sense and
focus on telling a compelling story or
creating a dialogue with consumers. We
can do that with playlists.”
His final advice, then: “Use playlists
as companion pieces to new albums and
campaigns; don’t use them as poor filler
content for a digital marketing campaign –
they’ll provide little value.” :)

TOOLS

HIVE.co

Just over two years from conception, Hive
is surging ahead to help marketers and
artists target their fanbases as efficiently
as possible.
The internet is now an ever-growing
ocean of data, filling up with every
‘retweet’, ‘like’ and ‘favorite’; while many
platforms are offering complex tools to
help stay afloat amid crashing waves, Hive
is promising to help people swim through
the swell and into calmer waters with a
much simpler one.
We have talked of the dangers inherent
in over-targeting superfans and trying to
make them spend, spend, spend. What
might have resulted from Hive’s arrival
to the party is a platform where you can
reward them instead.
By compiling profiles of every fan
following you, Hive’s technology allows
the user to break them down into groups,
creating mail campaigns for fans based
on specific criteria, before seeing all their
social networks, allowing you to reach
them anywhere.
First, let’s deal with the obvious privacy
issues that are raised when consumer
data is sliced and diced at scale. A
platform is making money by sending
your private details to various artists,
right? Wrong. “All the data is publicly
available […] You could go and Google it”
says Ian Roberts, CEO and co-founder of
Hive.co. With every social platform you
sign up to, there’ll be a certain amount
of data that is publicly available; all Hive
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has done is scrape it from those existing
sources and package it together in one
simple dashboard.
On the monitoring and analytics side,
we’ve seen attempts at similar things.
NUVI is one of many “social monitoring
tools”, charging arguably high fees for
what seems like a lot of updates fed to
you through a very complicated, albeit
cool, map.
Hive, on the other hand, is very much a
freemium-style platform, offering many
of its features for no cost, with a premium

tier bolt-on available for extra benefits.
The free tier is available for up to
20,000 cumulative followers across
platforms, with the aim that, after that
point, the user would sign up to its $50
per month tier to upgrade themselves
to access 200,000 followers. Considering
that SocialBro (which we covered back in
February and is now known as Audiense)
charges $39 per month and only focuses
on Twitter, this does not seem that
unreasonable. The key questions here
are whether or not Hive goes as deep as

those monitoring platforms, if it’s more
valuable to pay for a broad overview of all
your socials or to just drive deeper into
two or three of them?
One thing Hive has got right over some
of its competitors is its simplicity. The
platform covers your main social sites:
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, SoundCloud
and Instagram, providing data across
all platforms in easily understandable
graphs. Sometimes it’s easy to get sucked
into tracking unnecessary or useless data,
but Hive seems to give you what you need
and, more importantly, what you can use.
Reports show you exactly how many
times each fan is engaging with you and
on what platform – offering a profile on
each one – giving you the ability to direct
message a potential superfan on their
preferred social network.
Roberts told us about Hive’s objectives,
saying that it isn’t aiming to be a
consumer brand, but rather it wishes
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to stay behind the scenes while the
artist utilises it. “The fan is signing up
exclusively for the artist, not for Hive,” he
says.
So why should you be excited about
Hive? It offers specific tools within
its platform to get your following
engaged. You can search through your
email lists and find a specific group
of people (e.g. New York/Male/Likes
Folk/Highly Engaged) and target them
with a competition. The interesting
bit is the ability to exchange a specific
action (Facebook like, Twitter retweet,
SoundCloud share, Spotify follow) for more
‘entries’ in the competition stakes.
It’s great to see SoundCloud taking
a prominent place here. While EDM,
electronic and niche artists in particular
can often build a substantial following
on the platform, the important thing to
remember is how influential listeners can
be. SoundCloud is about sharing – and
it’s not only those who create the music
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on there who build sizable followings.
Hive allows its users to target your most
influential fans and, if there’s a couple
of impressive playlisters in the mix,
they’re the ones you might want to start
rewarding.
There’s a worry here that Hive is
possibly a glorified MailChimp, dragging
some bells and whistles behind it. It is

right to prioritise emails and, say you’ve
got 60,000 emails but 85,000 cumulative
followers across social networks, it
provides an excellent tool for extracting
those surplus 25,000 fans and getting
them on your mailing list. An added bonus

is integrated tech to identify inactive
email addresses, ensuring that you’re not
shooting content into the howling void of
empty Hotmail, MSN and AOL accounts.
The main issue, however, with Hive
(and many other platforms) is that $50
is going out of your bank account every
month; while you’re getting some great
analytical tools as part of the deal, you’re
not necessarily going to see much return
on it. For bigger artists or niche ones with
a decent following, it serves as a valuable
tool as part of a bigger campaign; but for
those just over the freemium tier, they’ll
have to weigh up whether or not this is a
good investment for them.
What sandbox would like to see further
interrogation of is how much a fan is
actually worth. Say you’ve got the Twitter
and Instagram handles for half a million
fans: after you’ve watched the pretty
charts go up and down over the weeks
and given out a few free downloads,
how much money have you made? There
seems to be such an abundance of data
sloshing around these days, but what
needs to develop are the walkways
connecting all these parts to help work out
precisely what each fan is worth. What if,
alongside how many times a fan has liked
your statuses and shared your demos,
you could see that their buying behaviour
estimates them to potentially be worth
$X per year? That would push things to a
whole new level.
Saying that, Hive’s platform is a good
tool for identifying the relationships which
will prove most lucrative, finding hubs
across the world to plan tours around and
generally building your following. Those
are three things not to be sniffed at. :)

CAMPAIGNS

The latest projects from the digital marketing arena

GOOGLE PLAY UNEARTHS NEW ACTS IN ORIGINAL SERIES PARTNERSHIP

Google Play is launching an original series in
partnership with New York studio Milk. The
show will be focused on emerging artists,
starting with singer-songwriter Empress Of
and the resulting footage will include both
audio and video performances.
In what is arguably the least surprising move
ever, the content will be available on Google
Play Music, YouTube and Vevo. It’s a move
designed to focus attention on new acts
rather than piggybacking on established
ones. Getting acts on board early on will,
of course, hopefully result in the long-term
loyalty of those future stars, much like
the reciprocal relationship YouTube has
established with its YouTubers.
This week also saw reports of Tidal
trying its way in Hollywood, supposedly
being in negotiations with movie industry
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executives to close in on a launch of
original films on the platform. The content
would include both original videos around
the artists available on the platform as
well as acquired films. Last week, Sony
Music announced that it is also expanding
into original content around its roster of
prominent artists.
As video becomes increasingly important
for companies and the distribution channels
through which it flows are growing, it’s
only natural that companies like Google
(and YouTube), Tidal, Apple and Spotify are
all testing the water with trying to find
the best way of building their services and
offering content that hopefully an audience
will respond to and deem good enough
to pay for a subscription for – a business
model that, in part, explains Netflix’s quick
expansion worldwide.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN STORY WITH JEFF BUCKLEY

In partnership with Blind Design, Interlude
has created an interactive video for Jeff
Buckley’s cover of ‘Just Like A Woman’ from
his latest posthumous album, You And I. The
video follows a story that allows the viewer
to explore different phases of a love affair,
including the falling in love stage and the
heartbreak.
The user can click on different cards to
change how the story plays out (a bit like
those “choose your own adventure” books
that were inexplicably popular in the 1980s).
The user can also choose the musical

accompaniment, with options
ranging from piano through to
full orchestration and a choir.
The way that the video is
put together, with its musical
and visual combination,
ensures it’s difficult to have
the same experience twice.
The idea behind it all is to allow
fans to express what the song
makes them feel at various
moments as well as to open
it up for new fans. Similar
interactive videos by the same
company that Sandbox has
reported on in the past include
Bob Dylan’s ‘Like A Rolling
Stone’, Cee Lo Green’s Google
video and Nightbus’ ‘When
The Night Comes’. Dylan’s
interactive video for ‘Like A
Rolling Stone’ from 2013 was
an early initiative by the company that was
hugely successful and spurred a row of
similar interactive videos. For legacy acts,
such as Jeff Buckley, it does work as a way
of re-engaging existing fans and opening it
up for new, younger fans as well.
The actual experience of the video is,
in reality, slightly confusing compared to
previous videos as the changes sometimes
are very subtle; but it certainly makes you
experience the music differently and, after
a while, draws you in to experience various
facets of the song depending on your
interactive choices.

CAMPAIGNS

The latest projects from the digital marketing arena

KYGO TEAMS UP WITH SIMCITY WHILE ALUNAGEORGE
PERFORM LIVE IN... MINECRAFT

The music and gaming love-in continues
apace. This time it’s Kygo, the Norwegian
EDM superstar, who has chosen to tease his
new single ‘Fiction’ (featuring Tom Odell) in a
new trailer for mobile game SimCity Buildit.
The trailer was released on YouTube on 31st
March and has gathered over 5,650 views
on the platform so far which, looking across
Kygo’s socials, is rather underwhelming. It
is, however, a sneak peek that’s far ahead
of its release which is expected in two
months. (At the moment Kygo is promoting
his latest single ‘Raging’ which also features
Kodaline.) The trailer, or rather a best-of clip
of the game, is described as being inspired
by the new track. It’s an interesting brand
partnership that feels like a perfect fit for the
genre of music.
In a similar manner, it was reported
two weeks ago that AlunaGeorge, the
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British electronic duo, were playing an
extraordinary gig in Minecraft. Yes, in
the gaming, block-building world of
Minecraft. AlunaGeorge weren’t the only
band participating as Broiler and Lemaitre
also featured. The bands played a reallife gig on 23rd March that was streamed
to players within an online session of
Minecraft. The band members even had
game avatars made. That experience
was the work of Heisholt Inc. as part of
Norwegian tech event The Gathering.
Sandbox has long reported on artists
using gaming in campaigns, ranging from
Iron Maiden and Frank Carter to Katy Perry
and Taylor Swift. With the gaming industry
showing no signs of slowing down, mobile
games can prove to be especially lucrative
and there are some great partnership
opportunities for labels and artists to
explore further here.

MAJOR LAZER LAUNCHES DIGITAL STICKERS ON LINE

Artists like Paul McCartney and Psy have
both launched successful sticker packs for
messaging app Line and now Major Lazer is
joining in.
The digital stickers were released last week
but, different to previous packs, these ones
can be downloaded for free for anyone
who adds Major Lazer’s official account
as a friend. So rather than working as
an additional revenue source, which has
proven quite lucrative for artists like Psy
and Snoop Dogg, this one works as a way
to build up the newly launched account. At
the time of writing (6th April), some 171,370
people have added Major Lazer.
Line has certainly worked well for early
Western adopters like Paul McCartney and
Taylor Swift who could easily communicate
with their fans once they embarked on

their Asian leg of their tours. Naver, Line’s
parent company, expanded the Line brand
with a launch of its own music streaming
service in Japan last year which, in part,
perhaps explains the final decision to
discontinue the MixRadio brand earlier
this year that the company owned after
acquiring it from Microsoft/Nokia.
The company has also launched a lite
version of the messaging app for Android
that simply works as a slimmed down
edition of the service, retaining features
as messaging and stickers and image
sharing. That version is rolled out to 11
emerging markets, including India, Mexico
and Saudi Arabia. As mobile messaging is
becoming the main social service for many
young fans of artists, it’s only a natural
progression that artists will seek their way
to those platforms.

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN
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PAUL CARRACK
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BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN PAUL CARRACK

British singer-songwriter Paul Carrack has been
a member of several bands, notably Mike & The
Mechanics, but has been putting out solo albums
since 1980. Soul Shadows is his eighteenth solo
album and got to #25 on the UK chart on its release
in January this year, his highest solo chart placing to
date. BEN BOWDLER, digital sales & online manager
at Proper, explains how they moved into online
advertising for this campaign, where YouTube
cards were deployed, why windowing around
streams is important for an artist whose sales are
predominately physical and how a suspicious overindexing of fans in Turkey had to be filtered out.

Background to the campaign
We started working with Paul at the end of
2013 for his previous album, Rain Or
Shine . We also signed him for his solo
back catalogue. We worked on that first
album but not in the same way we did this
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time [for Soul Shadows]. It was more of
a distribution deal where we handled the
physical and digital for it. That did really
well and it got the usual support he gets
on radio. Five of the singles went onto the
Radio 2 playlist, which was pretty amazing.

We have worked closely with him
and his manager on promoting the back
catalogue and the different campaigns
that have been done around that.
We had couple of releases – not new
studio albums, but a live album in 2015

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN PAUL CARRACK

[Live At The London Palladium] and
a Best Of in 2014, which we got
into the supermarkets where it did
very well.
Soul Shadows came out on 15th
January and we used the live album and
catalogue releases to fill the gap between
his previous album and this one. His
manager is always talking to us about
different ideas and different ways to bring
Paul to the forefront again. The live album
and the Best Of were in the in-between
albums.
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Moving into online ads
Paul’s manager was keen to start
exploring some of the newer ways of
advertising. In the past, they haven’t done
a lot of print advertising because they
have always relied on support at radio.
This time we saw that they did a lot of
print advertising for his tours but not
necessarily for his albums. He tends to do
long tours towards the end of each year
and so they tend to do a lot of advertising
around that, which usually has a packshot of the latest album in the corner.
We asked him and his manager if they
had looked into Facebook ads and Google
display ads. They were quite interested in:
a) doing them because it was something
they had never looked at before; and
b) understanding the costs involved as
they wanted to keep the costs down as,
compared to a print ad in a magazine, you
can be a lot more reasonable and be a lot
more targeted as well.
They didn’t have any massive

We said that we
could definitely help with driving
the pre-orders by doing this sort
of online ad campaign. We put
together a fairly straightforward
Facebook ad campaign and a
Google display ad campaign with
a tiny budget of around £200.

expectations.

It started at the very end of December,
ahead of the album release on 15th
January, after which we switched it to
say that the album was out now. We also
updated the targeting based on what we
had learned in the previous few weeks.
So we had a few weeks of “out now”
advertising and a few around the German
release date that came slightly later.
Building his presence online
with a focus on YouTube cards
He had a pretty big YouTube presence
already. In December, he had around 3,700
subscribers so it was already pretty large
[it is now over 4,000]. He had around 1.5m

views [across all his videos]. It was pretty
well maintained but, with some of the
newer things, we went in and optimised
them, adding YouTube cards to the most
popular videos linking to buy the album or
linking to the newer videos we had added
at the end of December.
YouTube cards are similar to the
annotations that you can put in YouTube
as links overlaid on the videos. The cards
are the updated version of that and
they are mobile- and tablet-friendly.
Annotations don’t appear on mobiles or
tablets, but the YouTube cards do, with
a little indication that appears in the
top-right corner which, if you click on it, it
opens up a bit more and tells you exactly
what you are clicking through to, be that a
video, a playlist or an iTunes purchase link.
At the start, we were just using those
on his most popular videos on his channel
– so on some of the older videos we were
linking through to the newer content. We
had a half-hour video of him talking in
depth about the album and about each
track. He was sat in his studio and playing
the album in the background as he talked
through how he recorded each track.
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We linked a lot of the older videos to
that video as a way to drive more views of
the new videos and raise awareness of the
new album coming out.
He had quite a good set up on
YouTube already, with a lot of official
videos on there. It was all kept well up to
date, but it was about adding some of the
new tools like the cards and making sure
the artwork was optimised and appeared
in the right place for mobile and tablet.
They had already claimed all his tracks
on there so they were being monetised.
Facebook
Across all the social networks, Facebook
is probably the one where [he and his
management] had put in the most time.
His Twitter at the moment is mostly just
content that has already been posted
to Facebook and then reposted there.
It’s the same with YouTube. Facebook

buy followers. There was something not
right about that as they were all a lot
younger than his typical fanbase there. We
identified straight away that the numbers
on his Facebook page were slightly
larger than what they would be without
those ‘fans’. We also didn’t want to start
targeting people who maybe weren’t
actually real fans of his.
Because we know his fanbase is in a
slightly older bracket, all of those Turkish
‘fans’ were between 18 and 24, which is
typically a lot younger than his normal
fanbase. We just didn’t target ads

was a strong platform for him. He had
around 59,000 fans in December. We went
in and made sure that everything was
optimised there. We also had a look at the

demographics of his fanbase there just
to educate us on where we were going to
target his new album.
One of the interesting things we
found was that he had a lot of Turkish
fans, which was surprising to find out.
We drilled down on that and found there
were about 21,000 fans in Turkey. We
think that might not be ‘official’ numbers.
Maybe at some point someone tried to

to people in Turkey to start with
and we also used an older age
range to make sure we weren’t
spending money on fans who
maybe weren’t real.

It’s about trying to identify who your
fans are, where they are based, what age
range they are in, what their spending
habits are and so on.
He does some posting himself on
Facebook but he also has a good social
media team around him. He is always on
tour and they tend to be quite long. He
is always posting photos from his tours
and general stuff about what he is up
to when on the road. It’s not necessarily
a hard sales pitch, which a lot of fans
appreciate. We will put a couple of sales
messages for things like pre-orders on
there – but making sure they were spread
out between the genuine stuff he and his
team were posting.
Physical dominates, downloads
are slight and windowing around
streams remains a priority
His sales are probably 80-90% physical.
It’s something we see a lot with the older
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demographics who still typically want to
buy a physical product. As the campaign
goes on and as the album has been out
a while, that tends to level off a bit more
and start trending towards 50/50 once
the album has been out for a few months.
At the start, because of the way we were
primarily pushing the physical product, we
tend to see that kind of split.
In terms of streaming, he has got a big
following on Spotify and other streaming
platforms. But his management are
always quite keen, initially, to hold back
the album from streaming services. They’d
have a typical window of three or four
months. It was about three months on
the last album. It’s a case of seeing how
things are going and maybe, if something
happens or the physical sales start
dropping off really quickly, it is something
we will look at. But at the moment there
isn’t a fixed date for when the album goes
to Spotify. It will do eventually.
Amazon is the main place we were
pushing fans to. The Facebook ads and the
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Google display ads were driving people
towards Amazon. We also ran a back
catalogue campaign with Amazon . All
of his albums were available between
February and March for £7.99 each; these
are the remastered titles. There was also a
two-for-£15 deal on Amazon.
Downloads are still a small part of the
market for us. We have had support from
iTunes for the previous album, although
we didn’t get any banner support this
time. But the iTunes links are shared as
equally as the Amazon links and we try
to push people there as much as we can.
On all the videos we have put up, they
have the Amazon link and the iTunes link.
Eventually they will have the Spotify link.
We also try and make people aware the
albums are available from physical stores
as well, so they can go to HMV or a local
indie store to pick up the albums. We try
to cover all the bases but not cram loads
of links in. It’s just about making people
aware of wherever they want to buy it, it
is available.

The online ads were the main part of it
and that was the idea we came up with –
just to show management that this was
another way to push pre-orders and drive
album sales.
Touring
He does a lot of print advertising for his
tours. We see an increase in search

when he is on tour, so we try
and make sure that everything is
optimised. His YouTube channel is
a big driver of people. They see
him on tour and then want to
go and watch live videos; or they
are going to see him on tour so
will have a look at his YouTube
channel first. It’s about making sure

that everything is up to date there and all
the links are in place so that people are
aware of the new album and can watch
all the videos. The way we were doing the
Google display ads was that they were all
targeted at people who had watched one
of his videos on his YouTube channel. We

were able to make sure that all the ads we
were targeting were aimed at people who
had previously shown an interest in his
music.
Germany is pretty big for him so we did
some specific ads in German. The lack of
music on YouTube in Germany is a little
bit of a concern for us. A lot of the videos
we put up weren’t viewable over there
[because of the dispute with GEMA]. Some
of them we had to send across as files on
their own so that the promo people there
could see them and use them and share
them on their sites. That caused a little bit
of an issue.
We weren’t looking at any other video
platforms, so some of the videos we
didn’t want to use on YouTube
[in general] either as the
monetisation thing is an issue
for his team. If you are in
Germany, unfortunately
you can’t watch a lot
of that content. We
were using some
of the videos as
promo for the
promo teams
out there. On a
consumer side, it
wasn’t ideal. :)

WANT TO FEATURE IN
BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN?

Marketing people: do you have a campaign you are
working on that you would like to see featured in Behind
The Campaign in a future edition of sandbox? If so, send
a brief synopsis of it to Eamonn Forde for consideration
and your work (and your words) could appear here.
Email: eamonn.forde@me.com

ABOUTSANDBOX

Published by music:) ally.
music:) ally is a music business
information and strategy company.
We focus on the change taking
place in the industry and provide
information and insight into every
aspect of the business: consumer
research analysing the changing
behaviour and trends in the
industry, consultancy services to
companies ranging from blue chip
retailers and telecoms companies
to start-ups; and training around
methods to digitally market
your artists and maximise the
effectiveness of digital campaigns
as well as events.
We are now also offering digital
marketing services to labels, artist
managers, artists and other music
related companies from campaign
advice and strategy through to
implementation and execution.
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Clients include:

Digital marketing services

Universal Music, Warner Music,
Sony Music, Spotify, Deezer,
Ignition, Beggars, Modest, Red Bull,
Shazam, Domino and more

Campaign support services:

If you have a digital campaign
related story for sandbox,
please contact Nikoo Sadr on
nikoo@musically.com
If you’d like to talk to us about our
digital marketing/mentoring
training services, consultancy or
specific research services, please
contact Karim Fanous on
karim@musically.com
If you’d like to subscribe, add
new subscribers, or talk about
a corporate deal please contact
Anthony Churchman on
anthony@musically.com

• Strategy
• CRM and Email tools
• Digital housekeeping
• Social networking updates
• Search and online advertising
• Mobile applications
• Blogs and online PR outreach
• Measuring campaign
effectiveness

Contact Karim Fanous on
karim@musically.com or
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss
your digital marketing needs.
Training services:

• In house company mentoring
• Workshops
• Digital briefings
• Digital MOT sessions

music:) ally has delivered digital
marketing training sessions for
a wide range of clients including
Universal Music, EMI, AIM/London
Connected and many individuals
Check out music:) ally’s training
opportunities here
Contact Anthony Churchman on
anthony@musically.com or
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss
your training needs

CONTACT


Studio 11, Holborn Studios
49-50 Eagle Wharf Rd
London N1 7ED

☎

+44 (0)20 7250 3637
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